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The week that went by:
Indian Market continued its bull run as Index opened at a new high above 11,400 but failed to utilize the strong
momentum due to lack of follow through and remained range bound for the rest of the day. While continuing the
positive trend, Indian market commenced the 2nd day of the week on a strong note but nothing changed as lack of
follow through witnessed and remained range bound throughout the day. On day 3, After the minor dip in the morning
trade, Index extended its gains, largely lead by Energy and PSU banking stocks. On a weekly expiry day, Indian
Market commenced its day on a new high of 11493.30 but in the absence of the follow through Index remained range
bound throughout the day; however stock specific activity has been. On the last day of the week, post the weak
opening, Index extended its losses but recovered from the lower level after the announcement of the SBI result but
failed to hold at the higher levels.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
The rally that has been seen in the week was on a weak foot as participation from the Broader market was lacking.
From the sectoral front, Metal sector is trading at the higher end of the LT/LB pattern. Auto sector is in consolidation
mode. Pharma sector is on a verge of completing a bullish pattern. Due to sharp reversal on the last day of the week,
PSU banking sector made a bearish candlestick pattern which shows the possibility of the reversal. As the result
season virtually comes to an end but volatility is still likely to persist due to geopolitical concern.
Nifty has immediate resistance of 11500. On the downside 11400 & 11290 hold as an immediate support. Bank Nifty
has resistance of 28380 whereas support is placed around 28000.
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SECTORAL GAINERS

Metal space was the outperformer of the week as the sector ended the week with the gains of 1.56%. Hindalco
(+4.98%) and Nalco(+6.07%) has shown the best performance followed by Tata Steel(+3.85%). Sector is in lower top
lower bottom formation and at present its trading at the higher end of the pattern.

SECTORAL LOSERS

Underperformance has been seen by the Pharma sector as the Index ended the week with the cut of almost 4%
whereas Benchmark Index gained 0.60%. Major losers were Lupin(-9.45%) and Divi’s Labs(-7.45%). Heavyweights of
the sector like Sun Pharma, Dr Reddy’s Labs and Cipla too ended the week with the cut of (-5.74%), (-3.01%) and
(-3.22%) respectively. As shown in the chart, Sector is forming a bullish running head and shoulder pattern which is
consider to be a traditional reversal pattern.
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